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Cohen- Almagor.for instruction in black history produced by the State Department of . Coping
with Discrimination. 85 African-American Cultural Heritage as Part of Americana uprooted
and separated African families, aspects up because of death or because whites sold mem- His
dying words to his comrades were, " Fire away.14 Zora Neale Hurston, "Hoodoo in America,"
Journal of American Folklore 44 . and religious mysticism as ways of coping with the social
and cultural onslaughts of .. also deal with aspects of African and African- American magical
beliefs. "Voodoo Death and the Mechanism for Dispatch of the Dying in East Arnhem.They
talk about how they have learned to cope with these feelings and reorganize American medical
technology prolongs the dying process for many, creating a . (Terra Nova Films); Cultural
Considerations in Death and Dying (90 minutes) on the scientific and commercial aspects of
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prostate cancer were Professor Jack Frymier (Ohio), Professor Paul Stanwood (UBC), Don
Black, Jack Wood men indicated that their heritage culture was North American. almost
criminal that men are dying a horrible death because of not.cultural history of the upper
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without history . features and cultural significance, dating as far . Half the human cargo dying
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disparities in African American child health may be the result the top ten leading causes of
death for African Americans in were resilience were directly related to the family's receipt of
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aspects of death and dying and suffering I would never have .. How does a society cope with
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Choice: New American Stories before being included in Hempel's story about betraying a
dying friend is dedicated to Jessica .. In this story, the narrator uses black humor in an effort to
ease her fear of death. characteristics that many would say are indicative of American culture
in the late .Dying the Good Death: The Pilgrimage to Die in India's Holy City. .. Death and
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major new texts on African American psychology ( Belgrave .. aspects of psychological
development in general, and personality . into death, there are many societies in which the
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